
In the occasion of MIA Photo Fair 2016, from april 28 to may 21, in our space we 
present Atlante 2016, a selection of Pietro Privitera’s artworks.
ATLANTE for a photographic vision. The cartographer Mercatore, wanted to 
decipher in signs the world that Atlas carries on his shoulders, to order and gather 
them in a series of maps that would help them to orientate themselves on earth. 
Even the photography can lead it’s vision on reality and give indication to meet 
again, just like browsing in each one’s own personal geographic paper. The 
contemporary photography though can go beyond seeing and creating a vision of 
reality, to overcome  the limit of story and create a distilled of condensed 
perception. From the photographic Atlante of Ghirri from the virtual maps to today, 
the idea of landscapes has lost the necessity geographic connotation, and the 
photographer an interior space , a concept in which projects of personal maps of 
the world merge among them. Or personal maps of worlds. The fragments of Atlas’ 
vision compose and lose themselves, undefined tiles of a mutable mosaic, or 
maybe a mutant, drawing a figure of a continuous metamorphosis. Polymorph 
staminal photographies lend to multiple projects, minimum unit of iconic 
significance connected in a complete sense: just like Umberto Eco claimed, photos 
are materials of signs for most complex visual architectures.
My Atlante 2016 gathers images from various itineraries, heterogenous for the 
traces and coherent in vision: polychromy of subjects that without being abstract, 
give up part of their identity to mutate in icons of space, of objects and of people. 
Not places in a mental geography, maps always in transformation.. From the 
Polaroid series of the 80’s to fashion, from nature to architecture, to the pop figures 
of instagram, the map is enriched with new details: dates and technology blend in a 
display that the only representative and the only truth it has is it’s author.
Pietro Privitera.
In collaboration with Photo&Contemporary gallery of Turin, in the same exhibit a 
selection of Silvio Wolf’s artworks entitled “Attorno alla luce”(Around the light), from 
the Architecture series, Soglie a
Specchio e Horizons(Thresholds of Mirror and Horizons).


